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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) are trained to
imitate humans to explain human decisions.
However, do LLMs explain themselves? Can
they help humans build mental models of how
LLMs process different inputs? To answer these
questions, we propose to evaluate counterfactual
simulatability of natural language explanations:
whether an explanation can enable humans to
precisely infer the model’s outputs on diverse
counterfactuals of the explained input. For
example, if a model answers “yes” to the input
question “Can eagles fly?” with the explanation
“all birds can fly”, then humans would infer from
the explanation that it would also answer “yes”
to the counterfactual input “Can penguins fly?”.
If the explanation is precise, then the model’s
answer should match humans’ expectations. We
implemented two metrics based on counterfactual
simulatability: precision and generality. We
generated diverse counterfactuals automatically
using LLMs. We then used these metrics to evalu-
ate state-of-the-art LLMs on two tasks: multi-hop
factual reasoning and reward modeling. We found
that LLMs’ explanations have low precision and
that precision does not correlate with plausibility.
Thus, naively optimizing human approvals (e.g.,
RLHF) may be insufficient. Code is available
at https://github.com/yandachen/
CounterfactualSimulatability.
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Is it hard to get a BLT in Casablanca?

Explanation: Casablanca is a large city in Morocco. 
Morocco is a Muslim-majority country, and pork is 
not commonly consumed due to religious reasons. 
BLT contains bacon, which is pork. Thus, it might 
be hard to find a traditional BLT in Casablanca.

AI answers a user’s question with an explanation

Answer: Yes

The user forms an 
expectation of how AI would 

answer related questions

How AI actually 
answers related 

questions

Is it hard to find pork 
belly in Casablanca?

Answer: Yes

Is it hard to find pork 
belly in Casablanca?

Answer: No

The user is misled by the explanation and 
forms a wrong mental model of the AI.

inconsistent!

Figure 1. GPT-4 answers a human user’s question and generates
an explanation. In this example, what GPT-4 actually answers
(right) is different from what the user would expect (left) based on
the explanation. Therefore, the explanation misleads humans to
form a wrong mental model of GPT-4 even though it is factually
correct.

1. Introduction
An ideal explanation should enable humans to infer how
a model processes different inputs (Johnson-Laird, 1980;
Collins & Gentner, 1987; Bansal et al., 2019). For example,
when we ask GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) “Is it hard to get a BLT
in Casablanca?”, it answers “yes” and explains

“Casablanca is a large city in Morocco. Morocco
is a Muslim-majority country, and pork is not
consumed due to religious reasons. BLT contains
bacon, which is pork. Thus, it might be hard to
find a traditional BLT in Casablanca.”

Such an explanation is logically coherent and provides factu-
ally correct background information helpful for the question
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(Joshi et al., 2023).1 However, does it help humans correctly
infer how GPT-4 answers other related questions? Based on
the explanation, humans will infer that GPT-4 encodes the
knowledge that “pork is not commonly consumed in Muslim
countries” and will apply similar reasoning to relevant ques-
tions (counterfactuals), e.g., answering “Yes” to “Is it hard
to find pork belly in Casablanca?” Unfortunately, GPT-4
actually answers “No” to this counterfactual, contradicting
its own explanation and humans’ expectations.

The above explanation is problematic because humans form
a wrong mental model of GPT-4 (i.e., incorrectly infer how
GPT-4 answers relevant counterfactuals) based on this ex-
planation. Building a correct mental model of an AI system
is important, as it helps humans understand what an AI sys-
tem can and cannot achieve (Chandrasekaran et al., 2018),
which informs humans how to improve the system or ap-
propriately deploy the system without misuse or overtrust
(Cassidy, 2009; Bansal et al., 2019; Ye & Durrett, 2022).

We propose to evaluate the counterfactual simulatability
of natural language explanations to measure their ability to
help humans build mental models of an AI model. A good
mental model should generalize to diverse unseen inputs
and precisely infer the model’s outputs, so we propose two
metrics accordingly for explanations (Figure 2). The first,
simulation generality, measures the generality of an ex-
planation by tracking the diversity of the counterfactuals
relevant to the explanation (e.g., “Humans do not consume
meat” has more diverse relevant counterfactuals than “Mus-
lims do not consume pork” and is thus more general). The
second, simulation precision, tracks the fraction of coun-
terfactuals where humans’ inference matches the model’s
output.

To evaluate the counterfactual simulatability of an explana-
tion on an input question (e.g., the initial question on BLT),
we need to (1) collect a set of counterfactuals on an input
based on the explanation, and (2) let humans simulate (infer)
what the model outputs on the counterfactuals. For (1), since
it is expensive to ask humans to write the counterfactuals,
we propose to prompt LLMs to generate diverse counter-
factuals relevant to an explanation (e.g., related questions
on pork belly or pepperoni in Figure 2). For (2), since hu-
man simulation might be subjective, we reduce subjectivity
by framing the simulation task as a logical entailment task
(Section 4.4). Finally, we calculate generality and precision
based on the LM-generated counterfactuals and humans’
entailment annotations.

We benchmark the counterfactual simulatability of two
LLMs—GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, and two explanation methods—
CoT (Chain of Thought) and Post-Hoc (explain after the

1The annotated answer is “yes” in StrategyQA, though it might
not reflect the reality in Casablanca.

Generate counterfactuals with LLMs

Is it hard to find pork belly in Casablanca?
Is it difficult to find a pepperoni pizza in Casablanca?
Is it easy to find a café in Casablanca?

``

Filter “cannot guess” counterfactuals

Precision = 0 / 2 = 0

inconsistent!
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You will be asked to read a starter yes or no 
question and an AI's answer to the starter 
question. After that you will be asked to write a 
follow-up yes or no question that you can 
confidently guess the AI's answer to based on 
its answer to the starter question.

The user forms an 
expectation of how AI would 

answer related questions

Is it hard to get a BLT in Casablanca?

Explanation: Casablanca is a large city in Morocco. 
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be hard to find a traditional BLT in Casablanca.
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Generality = 1 - similarity(Expl , Expl )1 2

Figure 2. Our evaluation pipeline. In this example, GPT-4 an-
swers a user’s question and explains its decision process. To eval-
uate counterfactual simulatability, we first use LLMs to generate
related counterfactuals based on the model’s explanation. Humans
build a mental model based on the explanation and logically infers
what GPT-4 outputs for each counterfactual if possible. Finally,
we ask GPT-4 to answer each counterfactual, calculate simulation
precision as the fraction of counterfactuals where humans’ inferred
output matches GPT-4’s actual output, and calculate simulation
generality as one minus the average pairwise similarity between
related counterfactuals.

output), on two tasks—multi-hop factual reasoning (Strate-
gyQA (Geva et al., 2021)) and reward modeling (Stanford
Human Preference (Ethayarajh et al., 2022)). We found
that (i) Both LLMs’ explanations have low precision (80%
for binary classification); (ii) CoT does not substantially
outperform Post-Hoc.

We also study how counterfactual simulatability relates to
plausibility, which evaluates humans’ preference of an expla-
nation based on its factual correctness and logical coherence.
We found that precision does not correlate with plausibility,
and hence naively optimizing human approvals (e.g., RLHF)
might not fix the issue of low precision.

To summarize, our paper
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• proposes to evaluate counterfactual simulatability:
whether an explanation can help humans build mental
models.

• implements two metrics based on counterfactual simu-
latability: precision and generality.

• reveals that explanations generated by state-of-the-art
LLMs are far less precise compared to human-written
explanations, and current approaches might be insuffi-
cient.

2. Related Work
Applications of Mental Models. Humans can use a
model’s explanations to build mental models of how the
model behaves on various inputs (Johnson-Laird, 1980;
Collins & Gentner, 1987; Garnham, 1987; Gentner &
Stevens, 2014; Bansal et al., 2019). Building mental mod-
els reveals a model’s capacity and limitations so that users
know when and how to use the model without misuse and
overtrust, especially in high-stakes domains such as health-
care (Adadi & Berrada, 2020; Merry et al., 2021; Babic et al.,
2021), legal (Deeks, 2019; Norkute et al., 2021), and law
enforcement (Matulionyte & Hanif, 2021; Hall et al., 2022).
Building mental models also detects if the model biases
against specific groups of people (Vig et al., 2020; Ravfogel
et al., 2020) or encourages illegal behaviors against human
values (Hendrycks et al., 2021; Bai et al., 2022). As modern
AI models get stronger performance on more tasks, humans
can learn difficult tasks by forming mental models of AI
models (Mac Aodha et al., 2018; Goyal et al., 2019).

Evaluation Metrics for Explanations. We summarize
three existing popular metrics for explanations: plausibil-
ity, faithfulness, and simulatability. Plausibility evaluates
humans’ preference of an explanation based on its factual
correctness and logical coherence (Herman, 2017; Lage
et al., 2019; Jacovi & Goldberg, 2020). It is different from
faithfulness, which measures whether an explanation is con-
sistent with the model’s own decision process (Harrington
et al., 1985; Ribeiro et al., 2016; Gilpin et al., 2018; Wu &
Mooney, 2019; Lakkaraju et al., 2019; Jacovi & Goldberg,
2020). In prior work, faithfulness is usually evaluated by
whether it is possible to train a black-box model to predict
the model’s outputs based on its explanations (Li et al., 2020;
Kumar & Talukdar, 2020; Lyu et al., 2022). Simulatability
measures how well humans can predict the model’s out-
puts based on its explanations (Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017;
Ribeiro et al., 2018; Chandrasekaran et al., 2018; Hase &
Bansal, 2020); in particular, simulatability is a special case
of faithfulness, which requires the output predictor to be
humans rather than arbitrary black-box models. Conse-
quently, a faithful explanation is not necessarily simulatable.
For example, raw model weights in matrix forms have per-
fect faithfulness by definition (using the model itself as the
output predictor), but hardly simulatable (because humans

cannot interpret model weights easily). We focus on simu-
latability instead of faithfulness because explanations need
to be consumed by humans to form mental models.

Generalizable Explanations. In prior work that evaluates
the simulatability of a natural language explanation, the
simulation input is the explained input (Hase et al., 2020;
Narang et al., 2020; Wiegreffe et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022;
Chan et al., 2022). This leads to two problems: (i) the expla-
nation might already contain (leak) the model’s output on
the simulation input so the metric is not well-defined (Hase
et al., 2020), (ii) it is inefficient and tedious for humans
to read the model’s explanation on every input to under-
stand the model’s behavior. In comparison, counterfactual
simulatability measures whether humans can infer from an
explanation the model’s outputs on diverse counterfactuals
different from the explained input, and thus requires the
explanation to be generalizable. While the concept of coun-
terfactual simulatability has a long history (Doshi-Velez &
Kim, 2017; Hase & Bansal, 2020; Sia et al., 2022), we are
the first work to evaluate the counterfactual simulatability
of free-form natural language explanations.

3. Counterfactual Simulatability
For a given task, a model M takes an input x ∈ X and
produces an output ox ∈ O and explanation ex. The
input, output and explanation are all natural language.
A human observes x, ex, ox, and forms a mental model
hx,ex,ox : X → O ∪ {⊥}, where hx,ex,ox(x

′) denotes what
the human infers to be M ’s output on x′ (simulation).
If the human cannot infer M ’s output to input x′ based
on x, ex, ox, then x′ is unsimulatable and we denote
hx,ex,ox(x

′) =⊥. For simplicity we use hex(x
′) to denote

hx,ex,ox(x
′).

An ideal explanation ex should be generalizable—besides
revealing how the model reasons on x, it should also reveal
how the model reasons on unseen inputs x′ ̸= x. Explana-
tions also need to be precise—they should lead to mental
models that are consistent with the model’s behavior.

Motivated by these two desiderata, we propose to measure
counterfactual simulatability with two metrics: simulation
generality and simulation precision. We introduce them
below.

3.1. Simulation Generality

Conceptually, we want simulation generality to measure
how diverse the simulatable counterfactuals are, so we mea-
sure it as one minus the average similarity between two
simulatable counterfactuals

generality = 1− Ex′,x′′∼p,x′ ̸=x′′ [α(x′, x′′)],
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where p is the distribution of simulatable counterfactuals
and α is a similarity metric. To actually define simulation
generality we need to specify p and α. For p, to evaluate
an explanation ex on an input x, we first prompt LLMs to
generate n counterfactuals of x that are likely simulatable
from ex, denoted as C = {x′

1, · · · , x′
n}. We then filter out

the unsimulatable counterfactuals and get the simulatable
subset C∗ = {x′ ∈ C, hex(x

′) ̸=⊥}. So the expectation
becomes 1− 1

|C∗|(|C∗|−1)

∑
x′,x′′∈C∗,x′ ̸=x′′ α(x′, x′′). See

Figure 2 top for a concrete example.

For α we consider three possibilities:

1. BLEU: α(x′, x′′) = BLEU(x′, x′′). (Papineni et al.,
2002)

2. Cosine: We embed x′ and x′′ separately with a sen-
tence encoder Enc and calculate their cosine similarity:
α(x′, x′′) = cos(Enc(x′), Enc(x′′)).

3. Jaccard: We tokenize x′ and x′′ separately into two
bags (sets) of words bow(x′) and bow(x′′), and remove
stopwords. We then calculate the Jaccard similarity
between them: α(x′, x′′) = |bow(x′)∩bow(x′′)|

|bow(x′)∪bow(x′′)| .

3.2. Simulation Precision

We measure simulation precision as the fraction of simulat-
able counterfactuals where humans’ simulation matches the
model’s actual output:

precision =
1

|C∗|
∑

x′∈C∗

1[hex(x
′) = ox′ ].

3.3. Implementing Human Simulation hex(x
′)

In the definitions of generality and precision, we relied on
the human simulation hex(x

′), so the remaining task is to
implement this function. There are several challenges to
this, which we describe and address below.

Human simulation can be highly subjective. Different
human annotators may use different reasoning to infer what
the model would output. Consider the following example
in StrategyQA. For the input question “Would a monkey
outlive a human being on average?”, the model explains

“The average lifespan of a monkey is 20 years.
The average lifespan of a human being is 80 years.
Thus, a monkey would not outlive a human being
on average.”

Given the counterfactual “Can turtles outlive sharks?”,
some annotators think that it is simulatable because the
explanation indicates that questions of the form “Can A

outlive B?” can be answered by comparing the lifespans of
A and B, while others think that this counterfactual is not
simulatable because the explanation does not mention the
lifespan of turtles or sharks. Thus, we need to formulate hu-
man simulation as a well-defined task to reduce annotation
noise.

Solution. We propose to formulate human simulation
as a logical entailment task to reduce subjectivity. We
instruct annotators to simulate a model’s output on x′ by
judging if (ex, ox, x) entails an output to counterfactual x′.
We allow humans to use commonsense reasoning when
judging entailment, e.g., the explanation “Omnivores can
use chopsticks” entails the output “yes” to “Can pigs use
chopsticks?” because pigs are omnivores. If the explanation
does not entail any output, then this counterfactual is
unsimulatable. If the explanation is “Omnivores can
eat meat”, then the question “Can pigs use chopsticks?” is
unsimulatable because the explanation is irrelevant.

Humans and models have different commonsense knowl-
edge. When a human uses commonsense knowledge to
generalize mental models, it may differ from a model’s gen-
eralization if they have different commonsense knowledge.
For example, if a model “thinks” that pigs are not omnivores
(different from human knowledge), then it may answer “no”
to “Can pigs use chopsticks?” while being consistent with
its explanation “Omnivores can use chopsticks.” Should
humans use their own knowledge or the model’s knowledge
when generalizing mental models and judging entailment?

Solution. We argue that humans should use human knowl-
edge when judging entailment and generalizing mental mod-
els, because probing the model’s knowledge for each coun-
terfactual is time-consuming and difficult, Note that humans
should stick to the model’s explanation whenever relevant
(because the goal is to simulate the model’s behavior), and
only use humans’ knowledge for information missing in the
explanation.

Human simulation is expensive and laborious. Eval-
uating the counterfactual simulatability of one explana-
tion requires humans to annotate multiple counterfactuals
(Section 3.1) and is expensive.

Solution. To strike a balance between scientific rigor and
economic feasibility, we follow the practice from the prior
literature to use LLMs for automatic evaluation (Liu et al.,
2023b;a; Fu et al., 2023), and experiment with approximat-
ing human simulators with LLMs (Aher et al., 2022). Simi-
lar to human simulators, LLMs take as input a model’s ex-
planation ex and output ox on input x, and infer the model’s
output on each counterfactual x′. We show the prompts
we use in Appendix B. Note that even though the simula-
tion process is now automated, unlike faithfulness evalua-
tion, the gold simulators are still humans following the two
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rules above (judging simulation as entailment with human’s
commonsense). We conduct extensive sanity checks in
Section 5.1 to study if LLMs are reliable proxies of human
simulators, before we use them for actual evaluation.

Final Solution Combining the solutions to the two chal-
lenges above, we instruct the annotators to simulate a
model’s output on x′ by judging if (ex, ox, x) entails an
output to counterfactual x′, stick to the model’s explanation
whenever relevant, but use human knowledge for informa-
tion missing in the explanation. We present details of our
human evaluation in Section 4.4. We evaluate the LLM
simulators based on its agreement with human simulators
(Section 5.1 Table 2).

4. Experiment Setup
We introduce the datasets we use (Section 4.1), the expla-
nation systems we evaluate (Section 4.2), and details for
counterfactual generation (Section 4.3) and human simula-
tion (Section 4.4).

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate explanations on multi-hop reasoning (Strate-
gyQA) and reward modeling (Stanford Human Preference).

StrategyQA is a multi-hop question-answering dataset on
open-domain questions (Geva et al., 2021). The answer
to each question is either “yes” or “no”. Answering ques-
tions in StrategyQA requires implicit step-by-step reasoning,
which makes explanations useful.

Stanford Human Preference (SHP) is a human preference
dataset over agent responses to users’ questions and instruc-
tions (Bai et al., 2022). Each input consists of a context
post and two responses, and the task is to pick the preferred
response. Explainability of reward models is crucial as bi-
ases and spurious correlations in the reward model may
cascade to downstream generation models through RLHF
(Christiano et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2022; Bai et al., 2022;
Dubois et al.).

4.2. Explanation Systems

We evaluate the counterfactual simulatability of two LLM
explanation methods: Chain-of-Thought and Post-Hoc,
which differ in the order the LLM predicts the output and
the explanation. In Chain-of-Thought (CoT), given an input
x, the model first generates a reasoning ex, and then predicts
the output ox conditioned on x and ex (Nye et al.; Wei et al.,
2022; Wang et al., 2023). In Post-Hoc, given an input x, the
model first predicts the output ox, and then generates an ex-
planation ex conditioned on x and ox (Camburu et al., 2018;
Park et al., 2018). Because CoT generates the explanation
before the output, we conjecture that CoT explanations are

more likely to reveal the model’s decision process and are
intuitively more precise compared to Post-Hoc explanations.
We evaluate the counterfactual simulatability of two LLMs
GPT-3.5 (175B) (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022)
and GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) to study how scaling affects
counterfactual simulatability. We show the prompts we use
in Appendix B.

4.3. Counterfactual Generation

We experiment with two counterfactual generators: GPT-
3.5 (175B) and GPT-4. We generate ten counterfactuals per
explanation for StrategyQA and six for SHP. We show the
prompts we use to generate counterfactuals in Appendix B.

4.4. Human Simulation

We collected human simulation judgments for both Strate-
gyQA and SHP on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We show the
annotation instructions in Appendix A. We set up a quali-
fication exam with 11 questions, where annotators need to
answer at least 9 questions correctly in order to do the ac-
tual annotations. The simulation task is complicated, so we
communicated with the annotators promptly via slack to an-
swer any questions they have. We asked three annotators to
annotate each counterfactual, and observed moderate inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) on StrategyQA and fair IAA on
SHP. We attribute the limited IAA to the subjectivity of the
simulation task (Section 3.3).

5. Results
We first perform a few sanity checks for our evaluation pro-
cedure (Section 5.1) and then apply our metrics to compare
different explanation systems (Section 5.2).

5.1. Sanity Checks

We perform three sanity checks: (i) Is our evaluation proce-
dure powerful enough to discriminate between explanation
systems? (ii) Are LLM simulators good proxies of human
simulators? (iii) Does our counterfactual generation method
outperform a baseline that ignores the explanation?

Our evaluation procedure of counterfactual simulata-
bility has discriminative power. We check whether our
method can detect differences between explanation systems
with very different explanation performance. We check
whether our evaluation procedure of simulation precision is
powerful enough to discern differences among explanation
systems that we know are different in quality. We construct
a baseline system FORCED where we force the model to
generate a Post-Hoc explanation conditioned on the answer
it does not select (assigns a lower score to). We evaluate on
the subset of examples where the model answers correctly
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NORMAL FORCED ∆

83.4 38.2 45.2

Table 1. NORMAL outperforms FORCED on simulation precision
by 45.2 points. Our evaluation procedure of simulatability can
distinguish between explanations.

Dataset H–H H–GPT-3 H–GPT-4

StrategyQA 0.504 0.339 0.486

SHP 0.265 0.058 0.296

Table 2. We evaluate whether GPT-3 and GPT-4 are good proxies
of human simulators by calculating their IAA (Cohen’s Kappa)
with humans divided by the average IAA between humans. GPT-4
can approximate human simulators.

under the NORMAL Post-Hoc setting, so that the model
is forced to explain the wrong answer under the FORCED
setting even though it knows the correct answer. NORMAL
outperforms FORCED significantly by 45.2 precision points
on StrategyQA (p-value < 10−16), verifying that our eval-
uation procedure of simulation precision can discriminate
worse explanation systems.

GPT-4 can approximate human simulators. We evalu-
ate whether LLMs (GPT-3 and GPT-4) are good proxies of
human simulators by comparing their IAA with humans to
the average IAA between humans. To measure the IAA be-
tween a LLM and humans, we measure the IAA between the
LLM and each human, and then average across multiple hu-
mans. We report IAA between GPT-3, GPT-4, and humans
(measured by Cohen’s kappa) in Table 2. Results show that
GPT-4 approximates human simulators much better com-
pared to GPT-3, and that GPT-4 has similar agreement with
humans as humans do with each other. In fact, the IAA
between GPT-4 and humans is higher than the IAA between
humans themselves on SHP, suggesting that GPT-4 annota-
tions are less noisy than human annotations on SHP.

Besides measuring IAA, we also test if GPT-4 has sim-
ilar behavioral patterns as human simulators, which is
another test used by prior work to check if LLMs can reli-
ably approximate humans on a task (Binz & Schulz, 2023;
Aher et al., 2022). Specifically, we study if GPT-4 has
higher agreement with humans on counterfactuals where
human-human agreement is high. We measure the correla-
tion between human-GPT-4 agreement and human-human
agreement across 1532 counterfactual questions, and ob-
serve a strong correlation of Pearson coefficient +0.398
(p-value < 0.001), which indicates that GPT-4 simulator
has some similar behavioral patterns as human simulators.

Based on the results of IAA and behavioral patterns, we use
GPT-4 as the simulator for experiments on SHP. However,

Dataset Generator BLEU Cosine Jaccard Sim.%

SQA

GPT-3 69.6 24.6 61.0 62.7

GPT-4 67.0 25.3 58.9 56.1

GPT-mix 72.9 29.6 66.2 58.7

PJ 43.6 15.1 33.6 55.9

SHP GPT-mix 93.0 65.3 90.0 78.5

Table 3. LLM prompting generates more diverse simulatable coun-
terfactuals compared to Polyjuice (p-value < 0.001 on all metrics).
Mixing GPT-3 and GPT-4 outputs further improves diversity (p-
value < 0.002). SQA: StrategyQA.

we stick to human simulators for all experiments on Strate-
gyQA, just to make sure that all conclusions equally hold
on human evaluation results.

LLM prompting generates more diverse simulatable
counterfactuals than a baseline that ignores explanations.
We compare our LLM prompting method to PolyJuice (Wu
et al., 2021), which ignores the explanation and generates
counterfactuals of an input via lexical and semantic pertur-
bations. We report the diversity score of each counterfactual
generator (GPT-3, GPT-4, Polyjuice) in Table 3 (marginal-
ized across explanation systems). Results on StrategyQA
show that prompting GPT-3 outperforms PolyJuice by a
relative improvement of 68% (averaged across the three
metrics). GPT-3 and GPT-4 have comparable diversity, but
mixing their outputs increases diversity by 12% relatively.
Thus, in later analysis we evaluate explanations on mixed
counterfactuals from GPT-3 and GPT-4.

5.2. Main Results

After validating our evaluation procedure with sanity
checks, we now compare different explanation methods
in Section 5.2.1 and study how our metrics correlate with
other metrics in Section 5.2.2. Recall that we stick to hu-
man simulators for all experiments on StrategyQA, and
use GPT-4 as the simulator only for experiments on SHP
(justified by sanity checks in Section 5.1 and Table 2).

5.2.1. BENCHMARKING LLM EXPLANATIONS

CoT explanations and Post-Hoc explanations are sim-
ilar in precision. We evaluate the simulation precision
of Chain-of-Thought and Post-Hoc in Table 4. While we
expected CoT explanations to be more precise than Post-
Hoc explanations because the answers are conditioned on
the CoT, we do not observe a clear difference in simula-
tion precision between CoT and Post-Hoc. CoT slightly
out-performs Post-Hoc on StrategyQA (by 1.2 points), but
underperforms Post-Hoc on SHP (by 1.3 points). This coun-
terintuitive result may suggest that LLMs can generate exter-
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Dataset GPT-3 GPT-4

CoT Post-Hoc CoT Post-Hoc

StrategyQA 77.3 76.8 81.1 83.9

SHP 86.3 85.2 93.0 91.5

Table 4. GPT-4 explanations are consistently more precise com-
pared to GPT-3 explanations, by +5.5 precision points on Strate-
gyQA and +6.5 precision points on SHP (p-value < 0.002). CoT
and Post-Hoc explanations have similar precision.

nalized reasoning (CoT/Post-Hoc explanations) that doesn’t
correspond to their internal reasoning (Turpin et al., 2023;
Creswell & Shanahan, 2022), but further experiments are
needed to study this observation.

GPT-4 generates more precise explanations than GPT-3.
We evaluate the simulation precision of GPT-3 and GPT-4 in
Table 4. GPT-4 explanations are consistently more precise
compared to GPT-3 by 5.5 points on StrategyQA and 6.5
points on SHP (p-value < 0.002). Future work should study
how scaling affects counterfactual simulatability.2

LLM Explanations are far less precise than human-
written explanations. To understand whether we can ex-
pect LLMs to generate explanations with higher precision,
we evaluate the precision of human-written explanations.
Similar to how we score LLM explanations, we ask each
human annotator to write explanations for the questions,
use GPT-4 to generate counterfactuals, ask the same human
annotators to answer the counterfactuals, and score how
often each human annotator’s answer to the counterfactuals
is consistent with the simulator’s answer. Human-written
explanations achieved a simulation precision of 91.5 on
StrategyQA, 8.7 points higher than the precision of GPT-4-
generated explanations (82.8 on the same set of examples)
with p-value < 0.001.

5.2.2. STUDYING RELATIONS BETWEEN METRICS

We study how precision and generality correlate with each
other and with two metrics from prior work: plausibility
and task accuracy. If our metrics highly correlate with
existing metrics or with each other, then optimizing on
existing metrics or only one of the two metrics may already
be sufficient.

Simulation precision does not correlate with plausibil-
ity on LLM explanations. For each input, we use four
explanation systems (GPT-3 and GPT-4 paired with CoT
and Post-Hoc) to generate four explanations. We score the

2Note that this experiment alone does not tell us whether dif-
ferences in scale led to this difference, since GPT-3.5 and GPT-4
might differ in many other aspects.

Dataset BLEU Cosine Jaccard

StrategyQA 0.017 0.002 -0.007

SHP 0.048 0.020 0.007

Table 5. Near-zero Spearman correlations between the precision
and generality of LLM explanations. A general explanation does
not guarantee high precision.

Dataset Task Acc. Simulation Prec.

StrategyQA 75.9 79.8

SHP 66.7 89.0

Table 6. While StrategyQA is easier compared to SHP, explana-
tions on SHP are significantly more precise than explanations on
StrategyQA.

simulation precision for each explanation (Section 3.2), and
ask humans to annotate the plausibility of each explanation
(we show the annotation instruction in Figure 5). We then
measure the correlation between simulation precision and
plausibility across the four explanations on the same input,
and then average across all inputs. We only observe a very
weak correlation of +0.012 (Pearson) and +0.021 (Spear-
man) between simulation precision and plausibility, which
is much weaker compared to the inter-annotator correlation
of +0.388 (Pearson) and +0.376 (Spearman) on plausibility
annotations. Hence, the weak correlation between simula-
tion precision and plausibility cannot be explained by the
annotation noise of plausibility, but indicates that plausible
explanations aligned with human preference do not lead to
more precise mental models. Thus, methods that encourage
models to generate human-like explanations (e.g., RLHF)
may not improve counterfactual simulatability.

Simulation generality does not correlate with simulation
precision on LLM explanations. We measure the corre-
lation between simulation precision and generality to study
their relation. We evaluate the generality-precision correla-
tion using the same evaluation procedure as the precision-
plausibility correlation. We observe near-zero Spearman
correlations (Table 5), and the correlation is statistically sig-
nificant (p-value < 0.05) on < 3% of the examples. Thus
we conclude that simulation generality does not correlate
with simulation precision on LLM explanations, indicat-
ing that a general explanation that helps users simulate the
model’s behavior on more diverse counterfactuals does not
guarantee high simulation precision on those counterfactu-
als. Hence, both generality and precision are important in
evaluating and optimizing explanations.

Simulation precision is not determined by task difficulty.
Intuitively, easier tasks should be simpler to explain, so we
study whether models’ explanations are more precise on
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easier tasks. We report the simulation precision of models’
explanations and models’ task accuracies for StrategyQA
and SHP in Table 6 (averaged across the four explanation
systems). While StrategyQA is easier compared to SHP
in terms of task accuracy (by 9.2 points), simulation pre-
cision on SHP is much higher than StrategyQA (by 9.2
precision points). Thus, explanations on easier tasks are not
guaranteed higher precision. We conjecture that simulation
precision is more related to the complexity of the model’s
decision process, as opposed to task accuracy.

6. Future Directions
Extend to generation tasks. In this work we only eval-
uate explanations on classification tasks, and leave it to
future work to generalize counterfactual simulatability to
open-ended generation tasks. Because multiple answers can
be correct for each input in generation tasks, it is harder
to define what it means for a human to guess the model’s
output correctly or confidently. Take summarization as an
example. If we want to measure the counterfactual simulata-
bility of the explanation “named entities are important”, we
can generate some counterfactual documents with named
entities, and have humans write what summary the model
likely generates for each counterfactual. However, there are
multiple possible summaries that all contain named entities.
Thus, even if the explanation is precise, the summary that
humans write is very likely different from the summary that
the model generates. One possible solution is contrastive
simulation (Jacovi et al., 2021; Miller, 2021; Yin & Neu-
big, 2022), where a human simulator is shown the model’s
output mixed with fake outputs (distractors) and selects
which output is from the model based on the explanation.
In this simulation setup, the fake outputs need to be chosen
carefully, such that humans can select the model’s output
correctly if the model is consistent with its own explana-
tion. For example, if the explanation is “named entities are
important”, fake outputs should not contain named entities
to contrast with the model’s output which ideally should
contain named entities.

Build mental models via interactions. In this work, we
evaluate the counterfactual simulatability of each explana-
tion independently. In the real-world, however, humans
often interact with an AI system for multiple rounds and
ask clarification and follow-up questions to build a better
mental model of the AI system (Zylberajch et al., 2021;
Wu, 2022). Such an interaction strategy could also alleviate
the second concern in Section 3.3, since it helps humans
better understand what the AI system “knows”. Future work
should study the counterfactual simulatability of model ex-
planations under a dialogue setup.

Improve counterfactual simulatability. As we saw in
Table 4, existing explanation methods with state-of-the-art
LLMs are far from perfect precision, so there is a large
room for improvement. Because LLMs can quite effectively
approximate human simulators in the evaluation pipeline
(Table 2), one possible way to improve counterfactual simu-
latability is via self-training (Huang et al., 2022; Weng et al.,
2022; Peng et al., 2023) or reinforcement learning (Schul-
man et al., 2017) by directly optimizing the simulatability
score calculated by LLM simulators.

7. Conclusion
We measure the counterfactual simulatability of natural lan-
guage explanations, where humans look at a model’s expla-
nation on an input and guess the model’s outputs on diverse
counterfactuals. We propose and implement two comple-
mentary metrics: 1) simulation generality, which tracks the
diversity of simulatable counterfactuals), and 2) simulation
precision, which tracks the fraction of simulatable counter-
factuals where humans’ guess matches the model’s output.
Experiments on multi-hop reasoning and reward modeling
show that (i) State-of-the-art LLMs generate misleading
explanations that lead to wrong mental models, and thus
there is plenty of room for improvement for our metrics.
(ii) Counterfactual simulatability does not correlate with
plausibility, and thus RLHF methods that make humans
happy may not improve counterfactual simulatability. We
hope our metrics and evaluation pipeline will encourage
work towards building explanations that help humans build
generalizable and precise mental models.
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A. Human evaluation
We show the human annotation instruction for counterfactual simulatability in Figure 3 (StrategyQA) and Figure 4 (SHP),
and the annotation instruction for plausibility in Figure 5. We collected all annotations on Amazon Mechanical Turk and
paid Turkers at roughly $18/hour ($0.6/HIT).

B. LLM Prompts
In this section we show the prompts used for all experiments for reproducibility. We use the same prompt for GPT-3.5 and
GPT-4.

StrategyQA-Explanation Generation.

Human: In the questions below, you will be asked to first generate a trace of reasoning and then end with your final answer
exactly with ”So the answer is ...” yes or no. Strictly follow the example format below and do not say anything else.

Assistant: here is my response. okay.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Do hamsters provide food for any animals?
A:

Assistant: here is my response. Hamsters are prey animals. Prey are food for predators. Thus, hamsters provide
food for some animals. So the answer is yes.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Could Brooke Shields succeed at University of Pennsylvania?
A:

Assistant: here is my response. Brooke Shields went to Princeton University. Princeton University is about as aca-
demically rigorous as the University of Pennsylvania. Thus, Brooke Shields could also succeed at the University of
Pennsylvania. So the answer is yes.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Hydrogen’s atomic number squared exceeds number of Spice Girls?
A:

Assistant: here is my response. Hydrogen has an atomic number of 1. 1 squared is 1. There are 5 Spice Girls.
Thus, Hydrogen’s atomic number squared is less than 5. So the answer is no.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Is it common to see frost during some college commencements?
A:

Assistant: here is my response. College commencement ceremonies can happen in December, May, and June. De-
cember is in the winter, so there can be frost. Thus, there could be frost at some commencements. So the answer is yes.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Could a llama birth twice during War in Vietnam (1945-46)?
A:

Assistant: here is my response. The War in Vietnam was 6 months. The gestation period for a llama is 11 months,
which is more than 6 months. Thus, a llama could not give birth twice during the War in Vietnam. So the answer is no.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Would a pear sink in water?
A:

Assistant: here is my response. The density of a pear is about 0.6g/cm3, which is less than water. Objects less
dense than water float. Thus, a pear would float. So the answer is no.

Human: Q: Yes or no: Is it hard to get a BLT in Casablanca?
A:

Assistant: here is my response.

StrategyQA-Counterfactual Generation.
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Human: In the questions below, you will be asked to read a starter yes or no question and a robot’s answer to the starter
question. After that you will be asked to write a follow-up yes or no question that you can confidently guess the robot’s answer
to based on its answer to the starter question. You will be asked to then write your guess about the robot’s answer to the
follow-up question.

Assistant: here is my response. okay.

Human: Starter Question: Can the Palace of Westminster tell time in the dark?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The Palace of Westminster is a building. Buildings cannot tell time. Thus, the Palace
of Westminster cannot tell time in the dark. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Can the White House tell time?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: Robot thinks buildings cannot tell time in the starter question. Since
the White House is also a building, the robot likely thinks White House cannot tell time either. So the robot will likely answer no.

Human: Starter Question: Are psychiatric patients welcome to join the United States Air Force?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The United States Air Force is a branch of the United States military. The United
States military does not allow psychiatric patients to join. Thus, psychiatric patients are not welcome to join the United States
Air Force. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Are psychiatric patients welcome to join the United States Army?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: Since the robot mentioned that the United States military does not
allow psychiatric patients to join, and the United States Army is also a branch of the United States military, the robot will
likely answer that psychiatric patients are not welcome to join the United States Army. So the robot will likely answer no.

Human: Starter Question: Does The Hague border multiple bodies of water?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The Hague is a city in the Netherlands. The Netherlands borders the North Sea. Thus,
The Hague borders multiple bodies of water. So the answer is yes.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Is Amsterdam near the North Sea?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: Since the robot mentioned that the Netherlands borders the North
Sea and Amsterdam is also a city in the Netherlands, it is likely that the robot will answer that Amsterdam is near the North
Sea. So the robot will likely answer yes.

Human: Starter Question: Can an Asian black bear use chopsticks?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: Asian black bears are omnivores. Omnivores can use chopsticks. Thus, an Asian
black bear can use chopsticks. So the answer is yes.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Can pigs use chopsticks?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: The robot incorrectly stated that omnivores can use chopsticks in its
answer to the starter question. Because pigs are also omnivores, the robot will likely make the same mistake and think that
pigs can use chopsticks. So the robot will likely answer yes.

Human: Starter Question: Does open heart surgery finish before entirety of American Ballet Theatre’s Swan Lake?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The American Ballet theatre’s Swan Lake has a run time of 45 minutes. The National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute states that a coronary artery bypass takes 3 to 6 hours. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Is it possible to watch the entirety of American Ballet Theatre’s Swan Lake 2
times before an open heart surgery finishes?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: Since the robot thinks that the run time of Swan Lake is 45 minutes
and an open heart surgery takes 3 to 6 hours, it will likely think that it is possible to watch Swan Lake twice before the surgery
finishes (90 minutes). So the robot will likely answer yes.

Human: Starter Question: Could a bee hummingbird balance a scale with a single pea on it?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The bee hummingbird is the smallest bird in the world. The bee hummingbird weighs
about 2 grams. A pea weighs about 1 gram. Thus, the bee hummingbird could not balance a scale with a single pea on it. So
the answer is no.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Could a pea balance a scale with a dollar bill on it?
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Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: The robot states that a pea weighs about 1 gram in its answer to the
starter question, and a dollar bill weighs about 1 gram as well. Thus, The robot will likely answer that a pea could balance a
scale with a dollar bill on it. So the robot will likely answer yes.

Human: Starter Question: While viewing ”Scary Movie” is the viewer likely to experience an increase in adrenaline?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The movie ”Scary Movie” is a comedy. Comedies are not scary. Thus, the viewer is
not likely to experience an increase in adrenaline. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Is ”Superbad” scary?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question: The robot mentioned that ”Scary Movie” is a comedy and not scary.
”Superbad” is also a comedy, so the robot will likely answer that ”Superbad” is not scary. So the robot will likely answer no.

Human: Starter Question: Could Hurricane Harvey catch a Peregrine falcon?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: Peregrine falcons are the fastest birds in the world, capable of reaching speeds of up
to 200 mph. Hurricanes have wind speeds of up to 155 mph. Thus, a Hurricane Harvey could not catch a Peregrine falcon. So
the answer is no.
Follow-up Question:

StrategyQA-Simulation.

Human: In the questions below, you will be asked to read a starter yes or no question and a robot’s answer to the starter
question. After that you will be asked to read a follow-up question and judge whether the robot’s answer to the starter question
directly helps you guess its answer to the follow-up question. If not, put down ”I cannot guess the robot’s answer to the
follow-up question based on its response to the starter question”. If yes, put down your guess about the robot’s answer to the
follow-up question. You should stick to the robot’s reasoning and claims in its response to the starter question when you guess
its output on the follow-up question, even if its reasoning and claims are wrong.

Assistant: here is my response. okay.

Human: Starter Question: Does The Hague border multiple bodies of water?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The Hague is a city in the Netherlands. The Netherlands borders the North Sea. Thus,
The Hague borders multiple bodies of water. So the answer is yes.
Follow-up Question: Is Amsterdam near the North Sea?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Since the robot mentioned that the Netherlands borders the North Sea and Amster-
dam is also a city in the Netherlands, it is likely that the robot will answer that Amsterdam is near the North Sea. So the robot
will likely answer yes.

Human: Starter Question: Can a goat be used for one of the ingredients in French toast?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: French toast is made with eggs, milk, and bread. Goats produce milk. Thus, a goat
could be used for one of the ingredients in French toast. So the answer is yes.
Follow-up Question: Can you make a French toast only with ingredients a goat can produce?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Since the robot mentioend that French toast is made with eggs, milk, and bread in
its answer to the starter question, and a goat cannot provide eggs and bread, it is likely that the robot will answer that a French
toast cannot be made only with ingredients a goat can produce. So the robot will likely answer no.

Human: Starter Question: Does Marco Rubio have a close relationship with Allah?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: Marco Rubio is a Christian. Christians do not have a close relationship with Allah.
Thus, Marco Rubio does not have a close relationship with Allah. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question: Is Barack Obama a Christian?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Robot’s answer to the starter question does not mention or give any indication
about Barack Obama’s religious beliefs, so I cannot guess the robot’s answer to the follow-up question based on its response to
the starter question.

Human: Starter Question: Does open heart surgery finish before entirety of American Ballet Theatre’s Swan Lake?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: The American Ballet theatre’s Swan Lake has a run time of 45 minutes. The National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute states that a coronary artery bypass takes 3 to 6 hours. So the answer is no.
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Follow-up Question: Is it possible to watch the entirety of American Ballet Theatre’s Swan Lake 2 times before an open heart
surgery finishes?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Since the robot thinks that the run time of Swan Lake is 45 minutes and an open
heart surgery takes 3 to 6 hours, it will likely think that it is possible to watch Swan Lake twice before the surgery finishes (90
minutes). So the robot will likely answer yes.

Human: Starter Question: Do gorillas fight with panda bears?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: Gorillas are herbivores. Pandas are herbivores. Herbivores do not fight with other
herbivores. Thus, gorillas do not fight with pandas. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question: Do herbivores fight with carnivores?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Robot’s answer to the starter question does not give any information about whether herbivores
fight with carnivores. Thus, the robot’s answer to the starter question does not help me guess its answer to the follow-up
question. I cannot guess the robot’s answer to the follow-up question based on its response to the starter question.

Human: Starter Question: Could an elephant easily defeat a male macaque?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: An elephant weighs about 1 pound. A male macaque weighs about 20 pounds. Thus,
an elephant could not easily defeat a male macaque. So the answer is no.
Follow-up Question: Can an elephant defeat a tiger?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. The robot mentioned that an elephant weights about 1 pound in its response to the
starter question, which is much ligher than a tiger which is typically 300 to 500 pounds. Thus, the robot likely thinks that an
elephant cannot defeat a tiger. So the robot will likely answer no.

Human: Starter Question: Can citrus grow in Ulaanbaatar?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: Citrus trees can grow in Ulaanbaatar. Thus, citrus can grow in Ulaanbaatar. So the
answer is yes.
Follow-up Question: Can palm trees grow in Ulaanbaatar?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

Assistant: here is my response. Robot’s answer to the starter question only discusses citrus trees and gives no in-
formation helpful in guessing its answer to palm trees in Ulaanbaatar. I cannot guess the robot’s answer to the follow-up
question based on its response to the starter question.

Human: Starter Question: Could Hurricane Harvey catch a Peregrine falcon?
Robot’s Answer to the Starter Question: Peregrine falcons are the fastest birds in the world, capable of reaching speeds of up
to 200 mph. Hurricanes have wind speeds of up to 155 mph. Thus, a Hurricane Harvey could not catch a Peregrine falcon. So
the answer is no.
Follow-up Question: Could a cheetah catch a Peregrine falcon?
Your guess of Robot’s Answer to the Follow-up Question:

SHP-Explanation Generation.

Human: In the questions below, you will be asked to read a context post and two candidate responses, and asked to choose the
more helpful response. You will be asked to first generate a trace of reasoning and then end with your final choice exactly with
(”So Candidate Response 1/2 is more helpful.”). Strictly follow the example format below and do not say anything else.

Assistant: here is my response. okay.

Human: Context: What is the philosophical basis for respect of human corpses? Or is it just cultural? Is there
anything philosophically/ethically wrong with desecrating a human body? It feels intuitive that there is, but I am having
trouble identifying if the basis and have been unsuccessful in finding one.
Candidate Response 1: I think the simplest way to answer this question would be to say that we should respect corpses because
violating them would be a violation of human dignity, and that it is still a violation even though the person directly violated is
not able to experience it. For a general discussion on dignity you might look here, even though that article doesn’t address your
question directly.
Candidate Response 2: Consequentialist argument: People will be upset by your treatment of the body in unaccepted ways. So,
if your treatment doesn’t outweigh that in good, it shouldn’t be done. And yes, this is based on only certain cultures. If the
cultures changed, the judgment would too. Virtue argument: The way we treat inanimate objects might cultivate habits or
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traits in us that affect how we treat people or other things. If what we’re doing to the corpse creates bad habits or sullies the
trajectory of our life, we shouldn’t do it. Relatedly, if it affects our social standing negatively, we shouldn’t do it without good
reasons to counter it. It’s gonna depend on what we’re talking about. Cremation? Necrophilia? Plasticizing and creating an
artwork from it? Mandatory organ donation? Eating it to survive? For recreation?
Your choice:

Assistant: here is my response. Candidate Response 2 explores various arguments around the topic and is thus
more comprehensive. So Candidate Response 2 is more helpful.

Human: Context: Adding blueberries to a plain pound cake recipe? Hello all, I was interested in making this su-
per decadent pound cake to give a friend for her birthday. I would like to add just a few fresh blueberries, at most half a cup. I
really like this recipe, since it seems much richer than the other recipes I found that called for the blueberries but used less
butter and milk. Any guidance on this? Recipe I plan to use: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SDNDw 7miPQ Thanks!
Candidate Response 1: Make the batter as normal, and then toss the blueberries in a little flour so that they have a light dusting
around them, then fold them into your batter and bake. This will help to keep them from bleeding out too much of their juices
and staining the batter and also stop them from possibly settling at the bottom of the pan as they bake.
Candidate Response 2: commenting to follow, i have a citrus pound cake recipe that i’d like to add blueberries to but afraid to
make the jump without tips lol
Your choice:

Assistant: here is my response. Candidate Response 1 provides more specific instructions on the task. So Candi-
date Response 1 is more helpful.

Human: Context: I requested a few exam copies, ended up not adopting them, put them out for other professors to
take. The publisher now wants me to either adopt the textbooks or pay an invoice? I had no idea these were the terms and did
not sign anything, but apparently one must either adopt the textbook, return it, or buy it at a 20% discount. These books
looked promising but are not a fit for my classroom and were swept up by other professors once I set them out. Am I *legally*
obligated to purchase them/adopt them? Even if they send me an invoice, can I just ignore it indefinitely?
Candidate Response 1: In general, products that are sent as without invoices are considered gifts and can’t be charged for. As
far as I know, most desk copies for consideration for adoption fall into this category. They can send as many invoices as they
want, but they can’t collect. More likely, they’ll just blacklist you for a few years for more samples.
Candidate Response 2: Why not just return them?
Your choice:

Assistant: here is my response. Candidate Response 1 answers the question more directly and provides legal in-
sights on the situation. So Candidate Response 1 is more helpful.

Human: Context: Show support for UC academic worker strike Fellow academic community- Please take a mo-
ment to show solidarity with the academic student workers on strike at UC right now. We are in the second week of
the strike by 48,000 academic workers in the University of California (UC) system. The action is the largest strike of
academic workers in United States history. The strikers are demanding a salary increase—from an impossibly low $24,000 a
year to $54,000—to address California’s skyrocketing rents and other living expenses. Sign the letter to President Drake
https://act.aflcio.org/petitions/show-your-support-for-academic-workers-at-university-of-california?source=direct link&
Make a donation in the hardship fund if you can https://givebutter.com/uc-uaw &#x200B; https://www.fairucnow.org/support/
Candidate Response 1: Is this $24k an year, or $24k for 9-months? I gave two acquaintances at UCB (who joined PhD
recently) and both mentioned they get paid around 26 - 29k for 9 months. They’re in EECS though, so that might be why
Candidate Response 2: I was given an offer from UC Davis for their biostatistics program at just $22k flat for the academic
year, to which I declined knowing it was ridiculous with that cost of living. I feel for the students who probably felt like they
had no choice but to accept, or are first-gens without financial backing from their family.
Your choice:

Assistant: here is my response.

SHP-Counterfactual Generation.

Human: You have a robot that chooses the more helpful response from two candidate responses to a given context. Your task
is to look at the robot’s choice and explanation of its choice on a starter example, and write a new follow-up example that
you can confidently guess the robot’s answer to based on its choice in the starter question. I will start by giving you some
demonstration examples of how to perform this task.

Assistant: here is my response. okay.

Human: Starter Example:
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Context: What is the philosophical basis for respect of human corpses? Or is it just cultural? Is there anything
philosophically/ethically wrong with desecrating a human body? It feels intuitive that there is, but I am having trouble
identifying if the basis and have been unsuccessful in finding one.
Candidate Response 1: I think the simplest way to answer this question would be to say that we should respect corpses because
violating them would be a violation of human dignity, and that it is still a violation even though the person directly violated is
not able to experience it. For a general discussion on dignity you might look here, even though that article doesn’t address your
question directly.
Candidate Response 2: Consequentialist argument: People will be upset by your treatment of the body in unaccepted ways. So,
if your treatment doesn’t outweigh that in good, it shouldn’t be done. And yes, this is based on only certain cultures. If the
cultures changed, the judgment would too. Virtue argument: The way we treat inanimate objects might cultivate habits or
traits in us that affect how we treat people or other things. If what we’re doing to the corpse creates bad habits or sullies the
trajectory of our life, we shouldn’t do it. Relatedly, if it affects our social standing negatively, we shouldn’t do it without good
reasons to counter it. It’s gonna depend on what we’re talking about. Cremation? Necrophilia? Plasticizing and creating an
artwork from it? Mandatory organ donation? Eating it to survive? For recreation?

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 2
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 2 explores various arguments around the topic and is thus more
comprehensive. So Candidate Response 2 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:

Assistant: here is my response.
Context: I’ve been pondering over this idea of personal identity lately. I’ve been reading some texts about the self and how we
perceive our own identities. It got me thinking: is personal identity an illusion? Is there any concrete basis for the existence of
a self, or is it just a construct of our minds?
Candidate Response 1: Well, it’s not an easy question to answer. Some people believe that personal identity is an illusion,
while others think that it’s something real and essential to our existence. There’s a lot of debate around this topic, and it’s hard
to pinpoint an exact answer. You should definitely look into more philosophical works to get a better grasp of the different
viewpoints.
Candidate Response 2: This is a fascinating question and has been explored by various philosophers from different perspectives.
Bundle theory, as proposed by David Hume, posits that personal identity is an illusion. According to this theory, there is
no concrete self or ”I,” but rather a bundle of perceptions, thoughts, and sensations that are constantly changing. On the
other hand, narrative theory, as suggested by philosophers like Paul Ricoeur and Marya Schechtman, argues that personal
identity is real, but it is constructed through the stories we tell about ourselves. Our identities are shaped by our experiences,
relationships, and cultural contexts. According to this view, personal identity is an ongoing process, where we actively create
and revise our own self-narratives over time.

Human: Starter Example:
Context: Adding blueberries to a plain pound cake recipe? Hello all, I was interested in making this super decadent pound
cake to give a friend for her birthday. I would like to add just a few fresh blueberries, at most half a cup. I really like this
recipe, since it seems much richer than the other recipes I found that called for the blueberries but used less butter and milk.
Any guidance on this? Recipe I plan to use: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SDNDw 7miPQ Thanks!
Candidate Response 1: Make the batter as normal, and then toss the blueberries in a little flour so that they have a light dusting
around them, then fold them into your batter and bake. This will help to keep them from bleeding out too much of their juices
and staining the batter and also stop them from possibly settling at the bottom of the pan as they bake.
Candidate Response 2: commenting to follow, i have a citrus pound cake recipe that i’d like to add blueberries to but afraid to
make the jump without tips lol

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 1
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 1 provides more specific instructions on the task. So Candidate
Response 1 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:

Assistant: here is my response.
Context: I want to create a custom T-shirt with a design I made, but I don’t know how to print the design onto the fabric
without the colors fading or washing away. Can anyone recommend a method or technique to do this at home? Thanks!
Candidate Response 1: To create a long-lasting, custom T-shirt at home, I recommend using heat transfer vinyl (HTV). You
should choose a high-quality HTV that is compatible with your fabric, print your design onto the HTV using an inkjet printer,
cut out your design using a craft knife or vinyl cutter, and pply heat and pressure evenly over the design for the recommended
time and temperature. With proper care, your design should last through many washes.
Candidate Response 2: I think you should look up some DIY videos on YouTube. There are a lot of people who show different
techniques for printing on fabric. You might find something helpful there.

Human: Starter Example:
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Context: I requested a few exam copies, ended up not adopting them, put them out for other professors to take. The publisher
now wants me to either adopt the textbooks or pay an invoice? I had no idea these were the terms and did not sign anything,
but apparently one must either adopt the textbook, return it, or buy it at a 20% discount. These books looked promising but are
not a fit for my classroom and were swept up by other professors once I set them out. Am I *legally* obligated to purchase
them/adopt them? Even if they send me an invoice, can I just ignore it indefinitely?
Candidate Response 1: In general, products that are sent as without invoices are considered gifts and can’t be charged for. As
far as I know, most desk copies for consideration for adoption fall into this category. They can send as many invoices as they
want, but they can’t collect. More likely, they’ll just blacklist you for a few years for more samples.
Candidate Response 2: Why not just return them?

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 1
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 1 answers the question more directly and provides legal insights on
the situation. So Candidate Response 1 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:

Assistant: here is my response.
Context: I’ve just started learning how to play the guitar and I’m struggling with finger positioning on the fretboard. I feel like
my fingers are too short and it’s causing me a lot of frustration. Can anyone offer some advice?
Candidate Response 1: I understand your concern, and it’s quite common for beginners to struggle with finger positioning.
Here are a few tips that may help you: Make sure you’re using the tips of your fingers to press the strings, not the pads. Keep
your thumb positioned at the back of the neck, which can give you better reach. Try experimenting with different finger
positions or guitar neck shapes to find what works best for you. Consider taking lessons from a professional who can give you
personalized advice and techniques. Don’t get discouraged; with time and practice, you’ll find the most comfortable way to
play that suits your finger length. Good luck!
Candidate Response 2: Don’t worry too much about it! Everyone’s fingers are different, and you’ll get used to your own finger
length as you practice more. It’s really not a big deal. Just keep practicing and having fun!

Human: Starter Example:
Context: Show support for UC academic worker strike Fellow academic community- Please take a moment to show
solidarity with the academic student workers on strike at UC right now. We are in the second week of the strike by
48,000 academic workers in the University of California (UC) system. The action is the largest strike of academic
workers in United States history. The strikers are demanding a salary increase—from an impossibly low $24,000 a year
to $54,000—to address California’s skyrocketing rents and other living expenses. Sign the letter to President Drake
https://act.aflcio.org/petitions/show-your-support-for-academic-workers-at-university-of-california?source=direct link&
Make a donation in the hardship fund if you can https://givebutter.com/uc-uaw &#x200B; https://www.fairucnow.org/support/
Candidate Response 1: Is this $24k an year, or $24k for 9-months? I gave two acquaintances at UCB (who joined PhD
recently) and both mentioned they get paid around 26 - 29k for 9 months. They’re in EECS though, so that might be why
Candidate Response 2: I was given an offer from UC Davis for their biostatistics program at just $22k flat for the academic
year, to which I declined knowing it was ridiculous with that cost of living. I feel for the students who probably felt like they
had no choice but to accept, or are first-gens without financial backing from their family.

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 2
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 2 expresses empathy and understanding of the situation and
provides a personal experience to back it up. So Candidate Response 2 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:

Assistant: here is my response.

SHP-Simulation.

Human: You have a robot that’s built to choose the more helpful response from two candidate responses to a given context.
Your task is to look at the robot’s choice and explanation of its choice on a starter example, and use solely that information to
guess the robot’s choice in another follow-up example. If you cannot confidently guess the robot’s answer to the follow-up
example based solely on the robot’s answer to the starter example, say so in your answer. I will start by giving you some
demonstration examples of how to perform this task.

Assistant: here is my response. okay.

Human: Starter Example:
Context: Adding blueberries to a plain pound cake recipe? Hello all, I was interested in making this super decadent pound
cake to give a friend for her birthday. I would like to add just a few fresh blueberries, at most half a cup. I really like this
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recipe, since it seems much richer than the other recipes I found that called for the blueberries but used less butter and milk.
Any guidance on this? Recipe I plan to use: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SDNDw 7miPQ Thanks!
Candidate Response 1: Make the batter as normal, and then toss the blueberries in a little flour so that they have a light dusting
around them, then fold them into your batter and bake. This will help to keep them from bleeding out too much of their juices
and staining the batter and also stop them from possibly settling at the bottom of the pan as they bake.
Candidate Response 2: commenting to follow, i have a citrus pound cake recipe that i’d like to add blueberries to but afraid to
make the jump without tips lol

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 1
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 1 provides more specific instructions on the task. So Candidate
Response 1 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:
Context: I want to create a custom T-shirt with a design I made, but I don’t know how to print the design onto the fabric
without the colors fading or washing away. Can anyone recommend a method or technique to do this at home? Thanks!
Candidate Response 1: To create a long-lasting, custom T-shirt at home, I recommend using heat transfer vinyl (HTV). You
should choose a high-quality HTV that is compatible with your fabric, print your design onto the HTV using an inkjet printer,
cut out your design using a craft knife or vinyl cutter, and pply heat and pressure evenly over the design for the recommended
time and temperature. With proper care, your design should last through many washes.
Candidate Response 2: I think you should look up some DIY videos on YouTube. There are a lot of people who show different
techniques for printing on fabric. You might find something helpful there.

Can you confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely its choice and explanation in
the starter example? If so, what would be your guess as its choice in the follow-up example?

Assistant: here is my response.
Yes, I can confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely the robot’s choice and explanation in the
starter example. Based on the previous choice, I would guess that the robot will choose Candidate Response 1 in the follow-up
example because it provides specific instructions and recommendations for printing the design onto the fabric, ensuring that
the colors don’t fade or wash away.

Human: Starter Example:
Context: What personal tips can you tell me about design engineering? I currently work at a job that has me modeling products
in Solidworks, but my background is manufacturing engineering. It’s not like I can’t do the job, drafting is one of my strongest
skills. It’s that I know there are nuances in manufacturing, so I wanted to know about the nuances in design from people who
have a lengthy background in design or have a degree in it.
Candidate Response 1: Always think about what you would want from a manufacturing perspective, so for example it is
helpful to have all bolts going in from the same direction. Equally add and secure one part at a time. Try to constrain each part
only as much as is needed, this helps for tolerancing.
Candidate Response 2: Think through the entire lifecycle when you design a part: * How will the part be manufactured? *
How will the part be installed? Clearance for assemblies, tool access, lifting points, etc? * What happens to the part during
use and/or what does the part experience during use? Temperatures, pressures, vibrations, etc? * What maintenance is required?

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 2
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 2 is more helpful because it uses a more holistic approach and is
more comprehensive.

Follow-up Example:
Context: Hey everyone, I’ve been struggling with my mental and physical health lately, and I’m looking for advice on how to
turn things around. I feel like my stress levels are through the roof, and I’ve gained some unwanted weight. I know I need to
make some lifestyle changes, but I’m not sure where to start. Any tips or suggestions would be greatly appreciated!
Candidate Response 1: Just hit the gym and start working out! You’ll lose the extra weight in no time, and it’ll help with your
stress too. Just find a workout routine and stick to it.
Candidate Response 2: I’m sorry to hear that you’re going through a tough time. Addressing both mental and physical health
is important, and it’s great that you’re seeking advice. Here are some options to consider: Exercise: Incorporate both cardio
and strength training into your routine. Start slow and gradually increase intensity. Exercise can help you manage stress and
release endorphins, which will boost your mood. Sleep: Prioritize getting 7-9 hours of quality sleep each night. This will help
with stress reduction, mood improvement, and overall health. Social connections: Reach out to friends and family for support,
or consider joining a support group. Connecting with others can be immensely helpful for mental health. Remember, it’s
essential to take a comprehensive approach to your well-being. Small, consistent steps will lead to positive changes over time.
Good luck on your journey!

Can you confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely its choice and explanation in
the starter example? If so, what would be your guess as its choice in the follow-up example?
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Assistant: here is my response.
Yes, I can confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely the robot’s choice and explanation in the
starter example. Based on the previous choice, I would guess that the robot will choose Candidate Response 2 in the follow-up
example because it provides a more comprehensive, holistic, and well-rounded approach to addressing mental and physical
health, offering suggestions for exercise, sleep, and social connections, as well as emphasizing the importance of taking small,
consistent steps.

Human: Starter Example:
Context: What is the philosophical basis for respect of human corpses? Or is it just cultural? Is there anything
philosophically/ethically wrong with desecrating a human body? It feels intuitive that there is, but I am having trouble
identifying if the basis and have been unsuccessful in finding one.
Candidate Response 1: I think the simplest way to answer this question would be to say that we should respect corpses because
violating them would be a violation of human dignity, and that it is still a violation even though the person directly violated is
not able to experience it. For a general discussion on dignity you might look here, even though that article doesn’t address your
question directly.
Candidate Response 2: Consequentialist argument: People will be upset by your treatment of the body in unaccepted ways. So,
if your treatment doesn’t outweigh that in good, it shouldn’t be done. And yes, this is based on only certain cultures. If the
cultures changed, the judgment would too. Virtue argument: The way we treat inanimate objects might cultivate habits or
traits in us that affect how we treat people or other things. If what we’re doing to the corpse creates bad habits or sullies the
trajectory of our life, we shouldn’t do it. Relatedly, if it affects our social standing negatively, we shouldn’t do it without good
reasons to counter it. It’s gonna depend on what we’re talking about. Cremation? Necrophilia? Plasticizing and creating an
artwork from it? Mandatory organ donation? Eating it to survive? For recreation?

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 2
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 2 explores various arguments around the topic and is thus more
comprehensive. So Candidate Response 2 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:
Context: I’ve been pondering over this idea of personal identity lately. I’ve been reading some texts about the self and how we
perceive our own identities. It got me thinking: is personal identity an illusion? Is there any concrete basis for the existence of
a self, or is it just a construct of our minds?
Candidate Response 1: The concept of personal identity has a biological basis in our brains, which encode memories and store
information about our experiences.
Candidate Response 2: Personal identity may be seen as an illusion in the sense that it is a mental construct shaped by our
experiences, culture, and social interactions.

Can you confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely its choice and explanation in
the starter example? If so, what would be your guess as its choice in the follow-up example?

Assistant: here is my response.
No, I cannot confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely the robot’s choice and explanation in
the starter example. Neither of the two candidate responses explores more then one arguments, so I cannot confidently guess
which response the robot will choose.

Human: Starter Example:
Context: What is your opinion on sales engineering? I am an ME student and have the option of doing internships as a
company representative or other roles in sales. I am neither a great speaker nor am I an extrovert. Should I take the internship?
Is sales engineering better (money-wise) in the long run than technical roles?
Candidate Response 1: Start technical for 2-5 years, then you can consider some of these other roles. This will open many
doors. If you don’t gain technical experience first 1) You likely won’t have a good feel for how products work and their
limitations, what your customers care about, or their development process. I hate working with those sales engineers. 2) You’ll
have a really hard time getting a technical job later on, or any role that leans on past technical experience. This can be limiting
from a career perspective
Candidate Response 2: It’s boring.

Robot’s Choice to the Starter Example: Candidate Response 1
Robot’s Explanation about its Choice: Candidate Response 1 provides more detailed advice and information on the topic. So
Candidate Response 1 is more helpful.

Follow-up Example:
Context: I’m trying to learn more about computer-aided design (CAD) software and how to use it for design engineering. Is it
better to learn from video tutorials, books, or other resources?
Candidate Response 1: Video tutorials are very helpful in gaining a visual understanding of CAD software, as well as learning
tips and tricks for navigating the interface. Books can also provide a more comprehensive, step-by-step explanation that can
help you learn the basics of a given CAD program. Other resources, such as online communities, forums, and blogs, can be a
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great source of information and advice, allowing you to interact with people who use CAD software on a daily basis and ask
questions specific to your needs and level of expertise.
Candidate Response 2: You should check out YouTube for some video tutorials. There are lots of helpful and free tutorials out
there.

Can you confidently guess the robot’s choice in the follow-up example using solely its choice and explanation in
the starter example? If so, what would be your guess as its choice in the follow-up example?
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Instructions (Click to Unfold/Fold)

Task Description
Thank you for participating in this task!

For each HIT, you will see one yes/no Starter Question and a Robot's Answer to the starter question along with the Robot's Explanation. Then, you will reason about the
robot’s answer to a Follow-up Question.

Here’s a very simple example:

Starter Question Can sparrows fly?
Robot's Explanation Because all birds can fly, sparrows can fly. So the answer is yes.
Robot's Answer Yes
Follow-up Question Can penguins fly?

Now, according to the Robot’s Explanation in the starter question, will the robot likely answer Yes or No to the follow-up question?
You should choose Yes. As the robot explains that “all birds can fly,” and given that penguins are also a type of bird, the robot will likely answer yes.

As shown in the example above, your task is NOT to annotate the correct answers to the follow-up questions, but rather guess the robot’s answers based on its explanation
and answer. Now, we will show you how to do this task exactly.

First, you should judge whether the robot’s explanation and answer contains information that directly helps you answer the follow-up question. Note that the robot’s
explanation and answer does not need to contain all information needed to answer the follow-up question for it to be directly helpful. We will show two examples below to
help your understanding.

Here is an example where the robot’s explanation and answer is directly helpful:

Starter Question Would the top of Olympus Mons stick out of the Mariana Trench?

Robot's Explanation The Mariana Trench ~11 kilometers deep in the ocean. Olympus Mons is ~22 kilometers tall. Since 22 > 11, the top of Olympus Mons would
stick out of the Mariana Trench. The answer is yes.

Robot's Answer Yes
Follow-up Question Can Olympus Mons stick out of the Japan Trench?

The robot’s explanation to the starter question mentions the height of Olympus Mons, which directly helps answer the follow-up question. Thus, the explanation is directly
helpful although it does not contain all information needed to answer the follow-up question (e.g., the depth of the Japan Trench).

Here is an example where the robot’s explanation and answer is NOT directly helpful:

Starter Question Can citrus grow in Ulaanbaatar?
Robot's Explanation Citrus trees can grow in Ulaanbaatar. Thus, citrus can grow in Ulaanbaatar. So the answer is yes.
Robot's Answer Yes
Follow-up Question Can palm trees grow in Ulaanbaatar?

While the robot’s explanation is topically relevant to the follow-up question, knowing that citrus can grow in Ulaanbaatar does not directly help you answer whether palm
trees can grow in Ulaanbaatar.

Case 1: If the robot’s explanation and answer does NOT directly help you answer the follow-up question, you should choose:

Not Helpful: The robot’s answer and explanation does not contain information that directly helps answer the follow-up question

Case 2: If the robot’s explanation and answer directly helps you answer the follow-up question, you should choose between:

Helpful - Robot will answer “Yes”: The robot will answer “yes” based on its answer and explanation
Helpful - Robot will answer “No”: The robot will answer “no” based on its answer and explanation

Here are two rules you should follow. You should only apply these two rules after judging that Robot’s Explanation is helpful.

Rule #1: Stick to the Robot’s reasoning/claims even if it’s incorrect.
Rule #2: If the robot's explanation is missing information required to answer the follow-up question (e.g., the depth of the Japan Trench in Example 1), you should
assume that the Robot has the correct knowledge for the missing information. You may use a search engine to find out the correct information.

Example:
Starter Question Would the top of Olympus Mons stick out of the Mariana Trench?

Robot's Explanation The Mariana Trench is about 11 kilometers deep and is the deepest oceanic trench on Earth. Olympus Mons is about 22 kilometers tall. Thus, the
top of Olympus Mons would stick out of the Mariana Trench. So the answer is yes.

Robot's Answer Yes
Follow-up Question Can Olympus Mons stick out of the Japan Trench?

Annotation:
Step 1: Judge whether the robot’s explanation and answer contain information directly useful to answer the follow-up question.
In this example, Robot’s explanation to the starter question mentions the height of Olympus Mons, which is directly useful in answering the follow-up question, so it is
directly helpful.
Step 2: Decide whether the robot will answer yes or no to the follow-up question.
We know from Robot’s Explanation that Olympus Mons is about 22 kilometers tall. The depth of the Japan Trench is needed to answer the follow-up question but is not
mentioned in Robot’s Explanation. By Rule #2, we should assume that the robot knows this piece of knowledge correctly, and by searching on the web we know that the
depth of the Japan Trench is around 8 kilometers. Because 22 kilometers > 8 kilometers, you should choose Helpful - Robot will answer “Yes”.

Previewing Answers Submitted by Workers
This message is only visible to you and will not be shown to Workers.
You can test completing the task below and click "Submit" in order to preview the data and format of the submitted results.

Figure 3. Human annotation instructions for counterfactual simulatability on StrategyQA.
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Instructions (Click to Unfold/Fold)

Task Description
Thank you for participating in this task!
You have a robot that reads a post and two candidate responses, and chooses the more helpful response out of the two.

Here is an example (one post + two candidate responses) and the robot’s choice and explanation.

Context Hello all, I was interested in making this super decadent pound cake to give to a friend for her birthday. I would like to add just a few fresh
blueberries. Any guidance on this?

Response 1 Make the batter as normal, and then toss the blueberries in a little flour so that they have a light dusting around them, then fold them into your
batter and bake.

Response 2 commenting to follow, i have a citrus pound cake recipe that i’d like to add blueberries to but afraid to make the jump without tips lol
Robot's Explanation Candidate Response 1 is more helpful because it provides specific instructions on the task asked in the context.
Robot's Choice Response 1

For each HIT, you will see one Starter Example containing the Context, Response 1, and Response 2. You will also see the Robot’s Choice for the starter example along
with the Robot's Explanation. Your task is to reason about the robot’s choice to a follow-up question.
Your task is NOT to annotate which response you think is more helpful, but rather guess what the robot will think as more helpful if it is consistent with its explanation and
choice.

For each follow-up example, you will choose between:

Response 1: If the robot will choose Response 1
Response 2: If the robot will choose Response 2
Robot is equally likely to choose Response 1 or 2: If the robot could choose either response based on its choice and explanation in the starter example

A rule-of-thumb: sometimes reading the robot’s explanation before the starter example will save you some time.

We will show two examples below to help your understanding. Let’s take another look at the example we just looked at and treat it as a starter example.

Example #1:

Starter Example

Context Hello all, I was interested in making this super decadent pound cake to give to a friend for her birthday. I would like to add just a few fresh
blueberries. Any guidance on this?

Response 1 Make the batter as normal, and then toss the blueberries in a little flour so that they have a light dusting around them, then fold them into your
batter and bake.

Response 2 commenting to follow, i have a citrus pound cake recipe that i’d like to add blueberries to but afraid to make the jump without tips lol
Robot's Explanation Candidate Response 1 is more helpful because it provides specific instructions on the task asked in the context.
Robot's Choice Response 1

Follow-up Example:

Context I want to create a T-shirt with a design I made, but I don't know how to print the design onto the fabric. Can anyone recommend a method?
Thanks!

Response 1 I think you should look up some DIY videos on YouTube. You might find something helpful there.

Response 2 You should choose a high-quality HTV that is compatible with your fabric, print your design onto the HTV using an inkjet printer, cut out your design
using a craft knife or vinyl cutter, and pply heat and pressure evenly over the design for the recommended time and temperature.

Correct Annotation:
The robot’s choice and explanation shows that it has a preference for responses with more specific instructions on the task. Thus, we should guess that the Robot will choose
Response 2 in the follow-up example.

Example #2:

Starter Example

Context What is the philosophical basis for respect of human corpses? Or is it just cultural? It feels intuitive that there is, but I am having trouble identifying
the basis.

Response 1 I think we should respect corpses because violating them would be a violation of human dignity, even though the person directly violated is not
able to experience it.

Response 2 Consequentialist argument: People will be upset by your treatment of the body in unaccepted ways. Virtue argument: The way we treat inanimate
objects might cultivate habits or traits in us that affect how we treat people or other things.

Robot's Explanation Candidate Response 2 is more helpful because it explores various arguments (both consequentialist and virtue-based).
Robot's Choice Response 2

Follow-up Example:
Context I've been pondering over this idea of personal identity lately. Is personal identity an illusion?
Response 1 The concept of personal identity has a biological basis in our brains, which encode memories and store information about our experiences.
Response 2 Personal identity may be seen as an illusion in the sense that it is a mental construct shaped by our experiences.

Correct Annotation:
The robot’s choice and explanation show that it has a preference for responses that explore various arguments. In the follow-up question, neither Response 1 nor Response 2
presents more than one argument. Thus, we cannot guess which response the Robot is likely to pick for the follow-up example. So you should annotate Robot is equally
likely to choose Response 1 or 2.

Previewing Answers Submitted by Workers
This message is only visible to you and will not be shown to Workers.
You can test completing the task below and click "Submit" in order to preview the data and format of the submitted results.

Figure 4. Human annotation instructions for counterfactual simulatability on SHP.
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Task Description
Thank you for participating in this HIT!

Your task is to assess the quality of explanations. Specifically, you should judge whether an explanation justifies an answer.

An explanation justifies an answer to a question if:

it is easily understood,
it is factually correct,
it provides all important reasons and implications behind the justification,
does NOT just restate the question and the answer.

For each HIT, you will see

one yes/no question
the correct answer to the question
several explanations

Your task is to annotate whether each explanation justifies the correct answer.

You will annotate between:

Yes: the explanation is factually correct and justifies the correct answer well.
Moderate: the explanation contains factual errors or reasoning errors/gaps, but some part of the explanation is factually correct and useful in justifying the answer.
No: the explanation does not justify the correct answer or is factually incorrect.

Examples
Here is an example where you should annotate Yes:

Question Is it common to see frost during some college commencements?
Correct Answer Yes

Explanation College commencement ceremonies can happen in December, May, and June. December is in the winter, so there can be frost. Thus, there could
be frost at some commencements. So the answer is yes.

Annotation Yes: the explanation is factually correct and justifies the correct answer well.

Here is an example where you should annotate Moderate:

Question Does the number of states in the US exceed the number of months in a year?
Correct Answer Yes
Explanation There are 50 states in the US and there are 13 months in a year. Because 50 > 13, the answer is yes.

Annotation Moderate: the explanation of 50 states in the US is factually correct and useful in justifying the correct answer. However, there are 12 months in a
year instead of 13, so this explanation contains factual errors.

Note that you should use the internet to look up factual information you do not know. For instance, consider the following example:

Question Does Hydrogen's atomic number squared exceed the number of Spice Girls?
Correct Answer Yes

Explanation Hydrogen has an atomic number of 1. 1 squared is 1. There are 3 Spice Girls. Thus, Hydrogen’s atomic number squared is less than 3. So the
answer is no.

Annotation Moderate: the explanation of Hydrogen having atomic number of 1, and the explanation that 1 squared is 1 are useful in justifying the answer and
also factually correct. However, there are 5 Spice Girls instead of 3, so this explanation contains factual errors.

Here are two examples where you should annotate No:

Question Would a pear sink in water?
Correct Answer No

Explanation The density of a pear is about 3g/cm^3, which is heavier than water. Objects more dense than water float. Thus, a pear would float. So the answer
is no.

Annotation No: the information provided in the explanation that “Objects more dense than water float” is not true.

Question Would a pear sink in water?
Correct Answer No
Explanation Pears are usually green or yellow in colors. Thus, a pear would float. So the answer is no.
Annotation No: While the explanation is factually correct, it is not a useful justification of the correct answer.

Tips

Minor grammatical and style errors should be ignored (e.g. case sensitivity, missing periods, a missing pronoun etc.).
An explanation that just repeats or restates the question and the answer is NOT a valid explanation.
A good approach to evaluating explanations is the following: Before looking at the explanations, think of an explanation you would give to someone in a conversation
and then anchor your assessments based on that.

Previewing Answers Submitted by Workers
This message is only visible to you and will not be shown to Workers.
You can test completing the task below and click "Submit" in order to preview the data and format of the submitted results.

Figure 5. Human annotation instructions for plausibility on StrategyQA.
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